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	Dressed in Dreams: A Black Girl's Love Letter to the Power of Fashion, 9781250173539 (1250173531), St Martin Press, 2019

	
		"A perfect time to look at the ethos of black hair in America ? and the perfect person to do it is Tanisha Ford" ?Changing America

	
		"Everyone from the shopaholic to the clearance rack queen will see themselves in [Ford's] pages." ?Essence

		

		"Takes you not only into the closet, but the inner sanctum of an ordinary extraordinary Black girl who discovered herself through clothes." ?Michaela Angela Davis, Image Activist and Writer

	
		"[A] delightful style story." ?The Philadelphia Inquirer 

	
		From sneakers to leather jackets, a bold, witty, and deeply personal dive into Black America's closet In this highly engaging book, fashionista and pop culture expert Tanisha C. Ford investigates Afros and dashikis, go-go boots and hotpants of the sixties, hip hop's baggy jeans and bamboo earrings, and the #BlackLivesMatter-inspired hoodies of today.

	
		The history of these garments is deeply intertwined with Ford’s story as a black girl coming of age in a Midwestern rust belt city. She experimented with the Jheri curl; discovered how wearing the wrong color tennis shoes at the roller rink during the drug and gang wars of the 1980s could get you beaten; and rocked oversized, brightly colored jeans and Timberlands at an elite boarding school where the white upper crust wore conservative wool shift dresses.

	
		Dressed in Dreams is a story of desire, access, conformity, and black innovation that explains things like the importance of knockoff culture; the role of “ghetto fabulous” full-length furs and colorful leather in the 1990s; how black girls make magic out of a dollar store t-shirt, rhinestones, and airbrushed paint; and black parents' emphasis on dressing nice. Ford talks about the pain of seeing black style appropriated by the mainstream fashion industry and fashion’s power, especially in middle America. In this richly evocative narrative, she shares her lifelong fashion revolution?from figuring out her own personal style to discovering what makes Midwestern fashion a real thing too.
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Mac Basics Superguide, Leopard EditionMac Publishing, 2008

	Get started with your Mac running OS X 10.5 (Leopard), with step-by-step advice. Detailed tips to navigate your system using the Finder and the Dock; running and switching programs, using Apple's Spotlight search tool. Troubleshoot opening, saving, printing files and setting up system preferences. Let Macworld's team of experts show...


		

Global Marketing ManagementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Global Marketing Management prepares students to become effective managers overseeing global marketing activities in an increasingly competitive environment.  The text’s guiding principle, as laid out clearly and methodically by authors Kotabe and Helsen, is that the realities of international marketing are more...


		

Upgrading and Repairing PCs (W/DVD)Que, 1996
Upgrading and Repairing PCs is the de facto standard PC hardware tome used by more PC professionals and hobbyists than any other book of its kind - selling more than 2.1 million copies in it's 13-edition history. In the 13th Edition, Scott has pulled out all of the stops, adding hundreds of page of new material, two hours of all new video and more...




	

Sparse Representations and Compressive Sensing for Imaging and Vision (SpringerBriefs in Electrical and Computer Engineering)Springer, 2013

	Compressed sensing or compressive sensing is a new concept in signal processing where one measures a small number of non-adaptive linear combinations of the signal.  These measurements are usually much smaller than the number of samples that define the signal.  From these small numbers of measurements, the signal is then...


		

Time-Blocking: Your Method to Supercharge Productivity & Reach Your GoalsIndependent Publishers Group, 2021

	Have you ever felt like there’s just not enough time in the day...?For those of us with dreams and goals that we long to see accomplished in our lives, this frustration can be all-too-common. We find ourselves extremely busy, yet still, we struggle to find time for even the tasks we deem most important or the activities that bring us the...

		

Learn GameSalad for iOS: Game Development for iPhone, iPad, and HTML5 (Learn Apress)Apress, 2012


	In 2007, Apple revolutionized our way of living by introducing the iPhone, but most important

	was the birth of iOS. Today, iOS is used in the iPhone, iPad, and iPod Touch. Via the App Store, a

	new business model has emerged that offers more than 500,000 applications and games,

	resulting in 25 billion downloads. This new business...
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